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From The Editor 

Taste of Meditteranean is for modern, stylish,

and travel lover women who enjoy the beauty

of every inch of life. They are those who are

not afraid to explore new things and always

craving for excitments in life. In this issue we

would talk about the newest fashion style of

Meditteranean, must try food, and things to do

in Medditeranean.   
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In the Mediterranean region, when it comes to wearing a dress

women like only two options. Either the dress will be a light

colour such as white, beige, or a light pastel colour, or to wear a

beautiful floral print. The outfit choices are usually match the

aesthetic of the environment. 

STYLE A LA

MEDITTERANEAN.
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Smart casual and is a must to style a la

Meditteranean women. 
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STYLE INSPIRATION.

Women in earth tone

sun dress
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Editor's choice of Medditeranean  cuisines

that you must try: Chicken Souvlaki,

Moroccan Lamb Stew, Greek-Style Baked

Cod with Lemon and Garlic, and Seafood

Paella. 
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TRAVEL.
With its azure waters, rocky hillsides and ancient architecture,

the Mediterranean coastline is home to some of the most

beautiful landscapes and towns in the world.
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Cinque Terre – or ‘Five Lands’ is a
collection of five pastel-coloured
fishing villages perched on the cliff
edge and connected via a 19th
century train track.
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The Mediterranean Sea is so large—

965,300 square miles—that it can be

broken down into regions, each with its

own personality, cuisine, and scenery.

The Eastern Mediterranean covers the

Holy Land, the Greek Islands, and the

countries of the Adriatic Sea. The

Western Mediterranean is generally

comprised of Spain, Portugal, France,

Italy, and Monaco. You can experience

it all by booking back-to-back cruises in

both regions.

CRUISE.
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If there’s one thing the Med is

known for, it's history. 

Today, many important edifices remain and attract visitors

from all over the world. Explore a city frozen in time—79

A.D. to be precise—when Pompeii was buried under

several feet of ash and rock as nearby Mount Vesuvius

erupted. The magical walled city of Dubrovnik has marble

paved streets, Renaissance carvings, and the Placa

pedestrian promenade. And, of course, you must not miss

the Parthenon in Greece or the Colosseum in Rome.
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"All around the Mediterranean you'll find

cultures that believe men can't control

themselves and shouldn't have to try."
 —Sheri S. Tepper 


